the greater the number of pulse p is, the higher they become. So it is comparatively easy to reduce the circuit dependent harmonic currents by using filters. On the ther hand, the characteristic harmonic frequencies fch, which is independent of the circuit pulse number p, are close to input frequency f, and vary with output frequency fo. Accordingly it is very hard to eliminate them.
In this paper, we show that the characteristic harmonics do not appear if the reactive component of the fundamental input current is kept constant in said three-phase output cycloconverter. In order to keep it The fundamental components of the output voltages are vu, vv, v,v, and a is the output voltage ratio : Using the switching function, the . input current associated with characteristic harmonics (iRU)f is expressed as follows:
Converting to the primary current of transformer, the input current associated with characteristic harmonics for a three-phase output of this cycloconverter (iR)f is presented as follows:
Assuming the firing instants of the thyristors are determined by the cosine wave crossing control method, the firing angles of each phase au, av, aw expressed as follows : Fig.2 shows the "switching" function associated with thyristors of input line when the firing angle a= 0. The function has ±1 amplitude when its assomiated thyristor is ON, and zero amplitude at all other time. The switching function associated with R-phase, when its firing angle is au , expressed as follows :
As the characteristic harmonic currents come to be In these equation, In, is a constant that normalizes load currents Iu, Iv, Iw. The reactive power Q is, calculated as follows.
Q is treated as the instantaneous value. The voltages Va', Vs' and VT' indicate the voltage lagging from the As the active component of funda mental input current Ir' is constant value, no characteristic harmonic is present. The first 3 terms of the reactive component IQ in Eq.(21) are the same as that of non-circulating current cycloconverter, and har monics of 6 kf, come to be present (refer to Appendix), but if the circu lating currents loa, lo, Iow are controlled so that IQ' is kept constant, the characteristic harmonics do not appear.
In Eq.(21), as Iou, Iov and Iow are positive value, IQ' is greater than that of non-circulating current cyclo converter, but unity power factor operation is possible with appro priate capacitors at the input line if IQ' is controlled constant. The currents iR, is and it indicate the input line current of phases R, S and T respectively. Fig. 4 
Total reactive power Q is expressed as follows :
QL varies with the frequencies 6nfo as shown in Eq. (app. 13) and app. Fig. 2 , and affects the reactive power control system as disturbance. The reactive power control forms the feedback control: the disturbance caused by load current is detected by the reactive power detector VAR as the reactive power deviation. According to that, the reactive power is controlled via circulating current control to suppress the fluctuation of Qt. In the reactive power controller RPC, integral con trol is adopted in order to make the steady state errors zero.
The reactive power control forms the outer loop of Considering the input voltages of phase controller Vu, Va,v, Vaw are proportional to cos aV, cos al., cos aw respectively, sin au, sin av, sin aw can be calculated from Vau, Vav, Va w respectively. Therefore Io" can be calculated directly from load current references and the input voltages of phase controller. perfectly. The control response of this reactive power control is equivalent to that of the circulating current control loop.
(1) Static characteristics With respect to the fundamental component, the feedback control circuit regulates lagging current of the cycloconverter to cancel leading current of the fixed capacitors. Fig. 6 shows one of the static characteristics of the reactive power controlled cycloconverter feeding synchronous motor. The cycloconverter is with 3 ¢-110 V-37 A, 12 pulse circuits. The synchronous motor has the rating of 3 0-10 kW-1500 rpm-280 V-26 A.
The broken lines represent the characteristics without reactive power control, such as apparent power S, reactive power Q, active power P and input power factor cos 0 versus load current J . The solid lines are compensated results via circulating current control for the said characteristics.
Fundamental power factor cos of has been improved from about 0.3 (not shown in Fig. 6 ) to 1.0. Total power factor cos 0 is also improved, but reactive power Q due to high harmonic current still remains. Fig. 7 shows frequency spectrums of input current in the reactive power controlled cycloconverter (input frequency f=50 Hz, output frequency fo=10 Hz). In the spectrum (a) by feedback control, input current in cludes 15% (18% in simulated result) of characteristic harmonic frequency Ifr-6fo1=10 Hz and 8% (14% in simulated result)of f,+6f=110
Hz, as compared with the fundamental component. However there is no characteristic harmonic frequency in (b) feed forward and feedback control. By the way, the third harmonic component 150 Hz. is due to transformer exciting current.
According to the proposed control system shown in Fig. 3 , reactive power fluctuation with the frequencies 6nfo is reduced to zero approximately.
(2) Improvement of trasient response Fig. 8 is the step response of reactive power Q, load current lu and circulating current to for reactive power dis turbance Q' or Icae Inr was chosen infinite value in this experimentation (Iou*=Iov'=low*=lo*). Oscillo gram (a) shows the response by only feedback (FB) control and oscillogram (b) is by feed forward (FF) and feedback (FB) control. Setting time of reactive power control is about 20ms for ( a ). FB-method. However it was reduced to 3 ms by means of (b) FF and FB-method.
Load current isn't disturbed by reactive power control in oscillograms. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 explain the remarkable effect of feed forward control method on the reactive power . control performance.
High Output Operation in Reactive
Power Controlled Cycloconverter
The reactive power controlled cycloconverter Fig. 3 is the circulating current type cycloconverter. There are little output current distortion and output voltage harmonics. So, usable output frequency is higher than of non circulating current type cycloconverter'st. This time, experimentations of high output frequency operation over input frequency has been made by driving the synchronous motor (30-6p-11 kW) with 12-pulse reactive power controlled cycloconverter: value of VP and VN, and forms step-wise waveform.
When the positive converter is in the "slow" switching period, the negative converter is in the "fast", switch ing period. Therefore, while the positive converter is uncontrollable in "slow" switching period, the negative converter operates with the "fast" switching to get the wanted output voltage. As a result, the circulating current is disturbed by undesirable difference voltage between VP and VN, and the fluctuation of the reactive power increases. However, on account of introducing feedback (integral) control, the fundadental reactive power is not affected so much. In Fig. 9 , the wanted component of output voltage Vwr, the traceable output voltages of positive and negative converters VRP are expressed as follows: Speed patem operation of reactive power con trolled cycloconverter feeding synchronous motor.
where, a : the output voltage ratio, p : pulse number of the cycloconverter, the ratio of the slope of Vwr and
VRF is
The product of the output voltage ratio and output input frequency ratio expresses the ratio of the maximum slope of Vwr and VRF. If the value r is greater than unity, the slope of the wanted conponent of output voltage Vwr becomes greater than that of the traceable output voltages VRF. So uncontrollable period increases and reactive power fluctuation becomes greater, when r is greater than unity. Fig. 10 shows experimental wave forms of output voltage Vu, load current Iu, load current reference Iu* and circulating current lou at output frequencies 60 Hz and 80 Hz. In case of 60 Hz (r *0.6), the load current Iu coincides well with the load current reference Iu". But in case of 80 Hz (r=1 .0), Iu is sometimes delayed from lu`, when the circulating current loo is disturbed . In each case, input fundamental power factor is controlled unity. Fig. 11 shows experimental result of speed pattern operation of synchronous motor (output frequency fo varies from 20 Hz to 75 Hz).
Powering and regenerating operation has been per formed successfully, Reactive power control, load 
